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Given a continuous semiring A and a collection H of semiring morphisms
mapping the elements of A into finite matrices with entries in A we define
H-closed semirings. These are fully rationally closed semirings that are closed
under the following operation: each morphism in H maps an element of the
H-closed semiring on a finite matrix whose entries are again in this H-closed
semiring.
H-closed semirings coincide under certain conditions with abstract families of
elements. If they contain only algebraic elements over some A9, A9 : A, then they
Ž .are characterized by Rat A9 -algebraic systems of a specific form. The results are
then applied to formal power series and formal languages. In particular, H-closed
semirings are set in relation to abstract families of elements, power series, and
languages. The results are strong ``normal forms'' for abstract families of power
series and languages. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider families of algebraic elements of a complete
semiring. A semiring is called complete if arbitrary infinite sums of
elements are defined. In this context, addition is no longer an invertible
operation, and algebraic elements are defined as fixpoints of polynomials.
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Our complete semirings are always considered together with a fixed set of
generators, and the polynomials are usually restricted to have only genera-
tors as coefficients.
We then consider sets of algebraic elements satisfying certain closure
properties: an abstract family of elements is a semiring which is closed
under rational operations and under morphisms mapping rational ele-
Ž w xments to matrices with rational entries cf. Kuich 10, 12 and Karner and
w x.Kuich 7 . Our goal is to characterize such families by algebraic systems of
a particular form. We achieve this goal by extending the polynomials to
allow rational expressions of generators as coefficients.
The basic technical tool used in the construction are the H-closed
semirings, where H is a collection of semiring morphisms mapping the
elements of A into finite matrices with entries in A: a semiring A is
called H-closed if it is closed under the rational operations and satisfies
Ž .the following condition: for each a g A and h g H , the entries of h a are
again in A.
We introduce closure operators D and F that give, for a subset R of
A, the least H-closed semiring and the least H-A9-abstract family of
elements containing R. We give decomposition theorems for both opera-
tors and study their relation. As a consequence, we show that, under
certain mild conditions, the concepts of ``H-A9-abstract family of elements''
and ``H-closed semiring'' coincide.
We then transfer the general results to formal power series in noncom-
muting variables. Here the generators of the semiring are the constants
and projections, and the morphisms are the rational representations. In
this context, we obtain stronger results about the relation between D and
F. We obtain new ``normal forms'' for the well-known abstract families of
power series. As a further specialization, results for abstract families
of languages are given.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains definitions and
basic results concerning the operators D and F. Section 3 gives the
characterization of H-closed semirings. Section 4 presents the connection
with H-A9-abstract family of elements and applies the results to formal
power series and formal languages.
A preliminary version of this paper containing the main construction
Ž . w xTheorem 7 appeared as Karner and Kuich 6 .
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with semiring theory. Notions
w xand notation that are not defined are taken from Kuich 12 .
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By a semiring we mean a set A together with two binary operations q
and ? and two nullary operations 0 and 1 such that
Ž . ² :i A, q, 0 is a commutative monoid,
Ž . ² :ii A, ? , 1 is a monoid,
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii the distribution laws a ? b q c s a ? b q a ? c and a q b ? c s
a ? c q b ? c hold for every a, b, c,
Ž .iv 0 ? a s a ? 0 s 0 for every a.
A semiring is called commutati¤e if a ? b s b ? a for every a and b. If the
operations of A are understood then we denote the semiring simply by A.
² :A semiring A, q, ? , 0, 1 is naturally ordered if the set A is partially
ordered by the relation 8 : a 8 b iff there exists a c such that a q c s b.
This partial order on A is called natural order.
A semiring A is called complete if it is possible to define sums for all
Ž .families a N i g I of elements of A, where I is an arbitrary index set,i
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
i a s 0, a s a , a s a q a for j / k ,Ž . Ý Ý Ýi i j i j k
igB  4  4ig j ig j , k
ii a s a , if I s I and I l I s B for j / j9,Ž . Ý Ý Ý Di i j j j9ž /
jgJ igI igI jgJj
iii c ? a s c ? a , a ? c s a ? c.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýi i i iž / ž /
igI igI igI igI
This means that a semiring A is complete if it is possible to define
Ž . Ž .``infinite sums'' i that are an extension of the finite sums, ii that are
Ž .associative and commutative, and iii that satisfy the distribution laws.
In complete semirings we can define, for each element a, the star a* of
a by
a* s a j.Ý
jG0
In what follows, A will always be a continuous semiring. This is a
complete and naturally ordered semiring such that, for all index sets I and
Ž < .all families a i g I , the following condition is satisfied:i
a s sup a N E : I , E finite .Ý Ýi i½ 5
igI igE
Here ``sup'' denotes the least upper bound with respect to the natural
Ž w x w x w x .order see Goldstern 3 , Sakarovitch 15 , and Karner 4 . We remark that
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continuous semirings can also be defined topologically, where the infinite
sums are limits of finite partial sums with respect to some Hausdorff
topology. The transition from the order-based to the topology-based defi-
nition and back can even be described as an equivalence of categories. For
w xdetails see Karner 5 .
A subset A of A is called fully rationally closed if for all a g A, we have
Ž .a* g A. By definition, Rat A9 is the smallest fully rationally closed
subsemiring of A containing A9 : A. Clearly, Rat is a closure operator,
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .i.e., A9 : Rat A9 , Rat Rat A9 s Rat A9 , and if A9 : A0, then
Ž . Ž .Rat A9 : Rat A0 . Furthermore, the collection of the components of
the least solutions of all A9-algebraic systems, where A9 is a fixed subset
Ž .of A, is denoted by Alg A9 . Here an A9-algebraic system is a system of
formal equations y s p , 1 F i F n, where p , . . . , p are polynomials ini i 1 n
Ž .the polynomial semiring over A with variables y , . . . , y with coefficients1 n
Ž w x .in A9. See also Lausch and Nobauer 14, Chapter 1, Section 4 .È
w xGiven A9 : A, we define A9 : A to be the least complete subsemiring
w xof A that contains A9. The semiring A9 is called the complete semiring
generated by A9.
From now on, A9 will be a fixed subset of A with 0, 1 g A9. Moreover,
w xwe assume that A9 s A. Furthermore we make the notational convention
that all sets Q, possibly provided with indices, are finite and nonempty
index sets, and are subsets of some fixed countably infinite set Q with the‘
Ž .following property: if q , q g Q then q , q g Q .1 2 ‘ 1 2 ‘
In what follows, H is a nonempty subfamily of the family of all semiring
morphisms h: A “ AQ=Q, Q ; Q , Q finite. Observe that our semiring‘
morphisms are required to respect 0 and 1. For R : A, we define
K R s h a N a g R , h: A “ AQ=Q g H , q , q g QŽ . Ž . 4q , q 1 21 2
Ž .for R : A. Observe that the definition of K R depends on H. A
subsemiring L of A is called H-closed if
Ž . Ž .i K L : L ,
Ž . Ž .ii Rat L s L.
‘  ‘4For every H , the smallest H-closed semiring is N [ Ý 1 N n g N .A i- n
Observe that the intersection of a family of H-closed subsemirings of A
Ž .is again H-closed. For L : A, we denote by D L the smallest H-closed
subsemiring of A that contains L. Observe that D is a closure operator.
The notion of an H-closed semiring is central for our paper. In what
follows we will characterize H-closed semirings for certain families H.
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A family of morphisms H is called
Ž .i closed under identities on R , where R : A,
Ž .ii closed under renaming of indices,
Ž .iii closed under functional composition,
if
Ž . Ž .i for each a g R there is an h g H with h a s a,a a
Q=QŽ .ii for h: A “ A in H and Q ; Q such that there exists a‘
Q=Q Ž .bijection p : Q “ Q, the morphism h: A “ A , defined by h a sq , q1 2
Ž .h a for all a g A, q , q g Q, is again in H ,p Žq ., p Žq . 1 21 2
Ž . Q=Q Q9=Q9iii for h: A “ A and h9: A “ A in H the functional
composition h( h9: A “ AŽQ9=Q.=ŽQ9=Q. is again in H ,
respectively.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Observe that condition i makes sure that R : K R . Condition ii
will be needed when dealing with a finite number of morphisms h :j
A “ AQ j=Q j g H , 1 F j F n. Without loss of generality we may then
assume that Q , . . . , Q are mutually disjoint index sets.1 n
A semiring morphism h: A “ AQ=Q is called A9-rational if, for all
Ž . Ž .Q=Qa g A9, h a g Rat A9 . From now on, we assume that H is a
nonempty family of complete A9-rational semiring morphisms.
We can now give two important examples of H-closed semirings:
Ž . w xRat A9 is H-closed by the proof of Theorem 7.3 of Kuich 12 and
Ž . w xAlg A9 is H-closed by Theorem 3.11 and Corollary 7.5 of Kuich 12 .
Theorem 2 will be a decomposition theorem for the operator D. A
lemma is needed before this result.
LEMMA 1. Let R : A and assume that H is closed under functional
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..composition. Then K Rat K R : Rat K R .
Ž .Proof. First observe that, for all R9 : A, the equalities Rat R9 s
Ž  4. Ž .  4 Ž  4.Rat R9 j 0, 1 and K R9 j 0, 1 s K R9 j 0, 1 imply
 4  4Rat K R9 s Rat K R9 j 0, 1 s Rat K R9 j 0, 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w x Ž Ž ..Hence, by Theorem 4.10 of Kuich 12 , for a given a g Rat K R
Ž .  4 Ž .there exists a finite K R j 0, 1 -automaton A s Q, M, S, P such that
5 5 Ž .  4A s a. In particular, we have M , S , P g K R j 0, 1 for allq , q q q1 2
q , q , q g Q. Given any complete A9-rational semiring morphism h: A “1 2
Q9=Q9 w xA in H , we infer by Theorem 7.9 of Kuich 12 that
h M X X , h S X X , h P X XŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q , q , q , q q , q , q q , q , q1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
 4  4  4g K K R j 0, 1 s K K R j 0, 1 : K R j 0, 1 .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž . Ž5 5. Ž . Ž . Ž . w xSince h a s h A s h S h M *h P , Corollary 4.8 of Kuich 12 proves
Ž . Ž Ž  4.. Ž Ž ..that the entries of h a are in Rat K R j 0, 1 s Rat K R .
THEOREM 2. Let R : A. Assume that H is closed under functional
Ž . Ž Ž ..composition and under identities on R. Then D R s Rat K R .
Ž Ž .. Ž .Proof. Let L s Rat K R . Clearly, we have R : L : D R .
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..Conversely, K L s K Rat K R : Rat K R s L by Lemma 1
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž ..and Rat L s Rat Rat K R s Rat K R s L.
COROLLARY 3. Let L : A. Assume that H is closed under functional
composition and under identities on L. Then L is an H-closed semiring iff
Ž Ž ..L s Rat K L .
The following definitions are motivated by connections with automata
Ž w x. Ž .theory see 7, 12 . An H-A9-rational transducer is a tuple T s Q, h, S, P ,
where h: A “ AQ=Q is a complete A9-rational semiring morphism in H ,
Ž .1=Q Ž .Q=1S g Rat A9 , P g Rat A9 . The transducer defines a mapping
5 5T : A “ A by
5 5T a s Sh a P , a g A.Ž . Ž .
A mapping t : A “ A is called an H-A9-rational transduction if there exists
Ž . 5 5Ž .an H-A9-rational transducer T such that t a s T a for all a g A.
Let L : A. We define
M L s t a N a g L , t : A “ A is an H-A9-rational transduction . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .Note that we have L : M L if H is closed under identities on L. The set
Ž .L is said to be closed under H-A9-rational transductions if M L : L.
Ž .Observe that the definition of M L depends on H and A9.
Ž .Let L : A. Then F L is defined to be the smallest subset of A
satisfying the following conditions:
Ž . Ž .i L : F L ,
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .ii M F L : F L ,
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .iii Rat F L s F L .
Observe that F is a closure operator. Similarly to the proof of Theorem
w x Ž . Ž .7.18 of Kuich 12 we can show that Rat A9 : F L for each L : A.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..Hence, F B s F Rat A9 s Rat A9 . Furthermore, F Alg A9 s
Ž . w xAlg A9 by Corollaries 3.13 and 7.5 of Kuich 12 .
The next lemma states a relation between the operators M and K .
LEMMA 4. Let R : A and assume that H is closed under identities on A9.
Ž Ž  4.. Ž Ž ..Then Rat M R j 1 s Rat K R j A9 .
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .Proof. i We first show that Rat K R j A9 s Rat K R j
Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Rat A9 . We have Rat A9 : Rat K A9 : Rat K R j A9 since
Ž . Ž .H is closed under identities on A9. Furthermore, K R : K R j A9 :
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž ..Rat K R j A9 and thus Rat K R j Rat A9 : Rat K R j A9 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Conversely, K R j A9 s K R j K A9 : K R j Rat A9 and thus
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..Rat K R j A9 : Rat K R j Rat A9 .
Ž  4. Ž . Ž 4. Ž . Ž .Now we have M R j 1 s M R j M 1 s M R j Rat A9 :
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Rat K R j Rat A9 j Rat A9 s Rat K R j Rat A9 .
Here the second equality follows from the proof of Theorem 7.18 of
w x Ž Ž  4.. Ž Ž ..Kuich 12 . Hence, Rat M R j 1 : Rat K R j A9 .
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..ii K R j Rat A9 : M R j Rat A9 s M R j M Rat A9
Ž . Ž 4. Ž  4.s M R j M 1 : M R j 1 .
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž .  4.Hence, Rat K R j Rat A9 : Rat M R j 1 .
Ž . Ž .Theorem 5 states a connection between M R and F R , where R : A.
w xIt is a generalization of Corollary 1 of Theorem 3.4.1 of Ginsburg 2 , of
w xTheorem VI.4.10 of Berstel 1 , and of Theorem 11.30 of Kuich and
w xSalomaa 13 .
THEOREM 5. Let R : A and assume that H is closed under functional
composition and under identities on R j A9. Then
 4F R s Rat M R j 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž  4.. Ž .Proof. Let L s Rat M R j 1 . Clearly, we have R : L : F R .
Conversely, we obtain
M L : Rat M L s Rat K LŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s Rat K Rat K R j Rat A9Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .
: Rat Rat K R j Rat A9Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .
s Rat K R j Rat A9 s L .Ž .Ž .Ž .
Here the first and second equality follow by Lemma 4 and the second
inequality by Lemma 1.
Now we obtain a relation between the operators D and F.
COROLLARY 6. Let R : A and assume that H is closed under functional
Ž . Ž .composition and under identities on R j A9. Then F R s D R j A9 .
The following example shows that, in general, the generating set R j A9
in Corollary 6 is minimal in the sense that it cannot be replaced by a
proper subset or any other set of smaller cardinality.
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EXAMPLE 1. Consider A s R‘ , the semiring of nonnegative real num-q
 4bers with an additional element ‘. We choose A9 s 1r2 . By considering
Ž . ‘ ‘expansions with base 2, it is easy to see that Rat A9 s Q , where Qq q
denotes the nonnegative rational numbers together with ‘, and that
w x Q=Q Ž .A9 s A. For Q ; Q , let h : A “ A be defined by h a s‘ Q Q q, q9
d a, q, q9 g Q, a g A. Define the family of morphisms Id s h N Q ;q, q9 Q
4 w xQ , Q finite . By Theorem 10 of Kuich 11 , Id contains all possible‘
Ž .  4morphisms up to renaming of indices . Thus the Id- 1r2 -rational trans-
‘ Ž . ‘ductions are just the mappings t , a g Q , where t x s ax, x g R .a q a q
Now let t be a positive transcendental number and set
rat²² ::L s r t N r z g N z* . 4Ž . Ž .
w xThen, by Theorem 8.16 of Kuich and Salomaa 13 , L is an Id-closed
Ž 4. Ž 4.semiring containing t, but not 1r2. Thus D t « F t . Assume now that
Ž 4. Ž 4. Žthere is some t9 with D t9 s F t . If t9 is an algebraic number in the
.usual sense , the set of nonnegative algebraic numbers together with ‘ is
an Id-closed semiring containing t9, but not t. Thus t9 has to be transcen-
Ž 4.dental. But then 1r2 f D t9 follows as above.
Observe finally that the argument does not work for an algebraic
number t. We have
‘ ‘' ' ' 'D 2 s aqb 2 N a, bgN « F 2 s aqb 2 N a, bgQ , 4  4  4  4Ž . Ž . q
' 'Ž 4. Ž 4.but F 2 s D 1r 2 .
3. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF SEMIRINGS OF
ALGEBRAIC ELEMENTS
Throughout this section, H denotes a family of complete A9-rational
Ž .semiring morphisms that is closed under identities on Alg A9 , under
renaming of indices, and under functional composition.
We will now characterize the H-closed semirings that are subsemirings
Ž .of Alg A9 . So we consider H-closed semirings L that are generated by
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..some R : Alg A9 in the sense that L s D R s Rat K R . By
Ž .Corollary 3, for each H-closed semiring L : Alg A9 such an R exists.
Ž .Given an a g L , we will construct a Rat A9 -algebraic system of a
particular form such that a is the first component of its least solution.
Now let a be a fixed element in L. Then there exist, for some k G 1,
Ž .elements a , . . . , a g R not necessarily distinct , morphisms h : A “1 k m
A Q m = Q m in H , and p , r g Q , 1 F m F k , such thatm m m
Ž Ž . 4.a g Rat h a N 1 F m F k . We assume without loss of generalitym m p , rm m w xthat Q , . . . , Q are mutually disjoint. By Theorem 4.10 of Kuich 12 ,1 k
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 Ž . 4  4there exists a finite h a N 1 F m F k j 0, 1 -automaton A sm m p , rm m
Ž . 5 5Q, M, S, P such that A s a.
‘  ‘4Recall the definition of N s Ý 1 N n g N : A in Section 1. ByA i- n
w x ‘Satz 5.3 of Goldstern 3 , N is a complete subsemiring of A. Observe thatA
‘ Ž . ‘N : Rat A9 . Furthermore, we have na s an for all n g N and a g A.A A
 4Let Z s z N 1 F m F k be an alphabet of variables and let h: Z* “m
Ž Ž . 4.Rat h a N 1 F m F k be an multiplicative monoid morphismm m p , rm m
Ž . Ž .defined by h z s h a , 1 F m F k. Extend this monoid mor-m m m p , rm m
phism in the usual manner to the complete semiring morphism
‘²² :: Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .h: N Z* “ A, i.e., h r s Ý r, ¤ h ¤ for r s Ý r, ¤ ¤ gA ¤ g Z* ¤ g Z*
‘²² ::N Z* .A
w xBy Theorems 4.5 and 4.13 of Kuich 12 there exists now a finite
‘² : Ž . X ‘² :N Z j « -automaton A9 s Q9, M9, S9, P9 , where M g N Z ,A q , q A1 2X X ‘² : Ž5 5.P , S g N « , q , q g Q9, with a single initial state such that h A9q q A 1 21 2
5 5 X Xs A s a. Denote the initial state by q , i.e., S s « and S s 0 for0 q q0
q / q .0
Ã Ž . Ž .Let now Q s Q9 j Q j ??? j Q = Q9 j Q j ??? j Q = Q9,1 k 1 k
Ä mwhere Q9 is a copy of Q9. Furthermore, let z , for 1 F m F k, 1 F i F n ,i m
Ž .be a Q = Q -matrix of variables, whose q , q -entry, q , q g Q , ism m 1 2 1 2 m
Ž m. Ž m. 4denoted by z and let Z s z N q , q gQ , 1 F m F k . Wei q , q 1 1 q , q 1 2 m1 2 1 2
Ã Ã Ã‘ Q=Q ‘ Q=1Ã ÃŽ ² :. Ž ² :.now define the matrices M9 g N Z and P g N « . TheA 1 A
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž .only nonnull block of P is P Q9 s h P9 . The nonnull blocks of M9 are
ÃM9 Q9, Q j ??? j Q = Q9 s S,Ž .Ž .1 k
ÃM9 Q j ??? j Q = Q9, Q j ??? j Q = Q9 s M9,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 k 1 k
ÃM9 Q j ??? j Q = Q9, Q9 s P ,Ž .Ž .1 k
where by definition
XS q , Q , q s M , z m S ,Ž .Ž . Ž .1 m 2 q , q m m1 2
m1M9 Q , q , Q , q s d ? d m z ,Ž . Ž .ž /m 1 m 2 m , m q , q 11 2 1 2 1 2
P Q , q , q s d m P ,Ž .Ž .m 1 2 q , q m1 2
1 F m , m , m F k , q , q g Q9.1 2 1 2
Here S denotes the p th unit row vector of dimension Q , P denotesm m m m
the r th unit column vector of dimension Q , m denotes the Kroneckerm m
product, and d , d denote the Kronecker symbol. Furthermore, form , m q , q1 2 1 2
q g Q9, q denotes the corresponding state in the copy Q9 of Q9.
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Ž .We now proceed with the construction of a Rat A9 -algebraic system
Ž .whose least solution has the first component a g L. Since a g Alg A9 ,m
there exists, for each 1 F m F k, an A9-algebraic system y m s pm, 1 Fi i
i F n , such that a is the first component, i.e., the y m-component ofm m 1
its least solution.
Ž .Consider now the Rat A9 -algebraic system
Ã Ã m mz s M9z q P , z s h p , 1 F i F n , 1 F m F k . )Ž .Ž .1 m i m
ÃHere z is a column vector of variables indexed by Q, whose q-entry,
Ã Ž .q g Q, is the variable z . Hence, the variables of the Rat A9 -algebraicq
Ã mŽ . Ž .system ) are z , q g Q, and z , q , q g Q , 1 F i F n , 1 Fq i q , q 1 2 m m1 2
Ã Ãm F k. Observe that the entries of M9z and P are polynomials in
Ã m < 4 Ž . <the polynomial semiring over A with variables in z q g Q j zq 1 q , q1 2
4 Ž .q , q g Q , 1 F m F k and coefficients in Rat A9 .1 2 m
Ž .THEOREM 7. Let L : Alg A9 be an H-closed semiring and assume that
Ž . Ž Ž ..L s D R s Rat K R . Then, for a g L , the z -component of the leastq0
Ž . Ž .solution of the Rat A9 -algebraic system ) is equal to a.
Ž . mProof. Since, for each 1 F m F k, the Rat A9 -algebraic system z si
Ž m. Ž . mh p is an independent subsystem of ) , the z -component of the leastm i 1
m Ž m . Ž .solution of z s h p , 1 F i F n , is equal to h a gi m i m m m
Ž .Qm=Q m w xAlg A9 , 1 F m F k, by Theorem 7.4 of Kuich 12 .
Ã U Ž .Let h: Z “ Alg A9 be the multiplicative monoid morphism defined1
Ã m ÃŽŽ . . Ž .by h z s h a , q , q g Q , 1 F m F k. Extend h to a1 q , q m m q , q 1 2 m1 2 1 2
‘²² U:: Ž m.complete semiring morphism from N Z to A. Hence, the z -A 1 1 q , q1 2
Ž . Ž .entry of the least solution of ) is equal to h a sm m q , q1 2Ã mŽŽ . .h z , q , q g Q , 1 F m F k.1 q , q 1 2 m1 2 ÃŽ .This implies that the z -component of the least solution of ) , q g Q,q
Ž .is given by the z -component of the least solution of the Alg A9 -linearq
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .system z s h M9 z q P. The least solution of this Alg A9 -linear system
Ã Ã ÃŽ .is given by h M9 *P.
Observe that
0 S 0
Ã Ãh M9 s ,Ž . 0 0 M 0P 0 0
ÃŽ . w xwhere we set M s h M9 . Hence, by Theorem 2.5 of Kuich 12 , we obtain
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .h M9 * Q9, Q9 s SMP *.
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Ž .We now compute the q, q9 -entry of SMP for q, q9 g Q9:
SMPŽ . q , q9
s S q , Q , q M Q , q , Q , qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý ž /m 1 m 1 m 21 1 2
q , q gQ 1Fm , m Fk1 2 1 2
=P Q , q , q9Ž .ž /m 22
s M X , z m S d ? d m h aŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý q , q m m m , m q , q m m1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1
q , q gQ 1Fm , m Fk1 2 1 2
= d m PŽ .q , q9 m2 2
s M X , z m S h a PŽ .Ž .Ž .Ý q , q9 m m m m m
1FmFk
s M X , z S h a PŽ .Ž .Ž .Ý q , q9 m m m m m
1FmFk
s M X , z h aŽ .Ž .Ý p , rq , q9 m m m m m
1FmFk
s M X , z h z s h M X .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý q , q9 m m q , q9
1FmFk
Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence, SMP s h M9 and we infer h M9 * Q9, Q9 s SMP * s h M9 *.
This implies
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãh M9 *P s M* Q9, Q9 P Q9Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . qq 00
5 5s h M9 *h P9 s h M9*P9 s h A9 s a.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .qq 00
Ž . Ž Ž ..For a complete characterization of L s D R s Rat K R we need a
Ž Ž .converse to Theorem 7. The variant where L s F R will be needed in
.the next section.
 m mLet I be an index set. By definition, a family S s y s p N 1 F ii i
4 Ž .  m <F n , m g I of Rat A9 -algebraic systems together with a set Y : ym i
41 F i F n , m g I of distinguished variables generates the subset ofm
Ž .Alg A9
 <  j < 4a there exists a j g I and a variable z g y 1 F i F n l Yi j
such that the z-component of the least solution of the .
j jŽ . 4Rat A9 -algebraic system y s p , 1 F i F n , in S equals ai i j
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 m m < 4 Ž .Let S s y s p 1 F i F n , m g I be a family of Rat A9 -algebraici i m
 m < 4systems such that the sets of variables y 1 F i F n , m g I, are mutu-i m
 < 4ally disjoint. Let z q g Q be a set of new variables. Then we defineq ‘
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .D S resp. F S to be the collection of all Rat A9 -algebraic systems
of the form
z s Mz q P , z m s h pm , 1 F i F n , m g F , ))Ž .Ž .i m i m
where F is a finite subset of I. Here h : A “ AQm=Q m, m g F, is am
morphism in H and z m is a Q = Q -matrix of variables with entriesi m m
Ž m.z , q , q g Q , 1 F i F n , m g F. Moreover, z is a column vec-i q , q 1 2 m m1 2
tor of variables indexed by Q ; Q , whose q-entry, q g Q, is the variable‘
Ž ‘² :.Q=Q Ž Ž Ž .Ž ..Q=Q.z , M is a matrix in N Z resp. Rat A9 Z , whereq A 1 1
Ž m. 4Z s z N q , q g Q , m g F , and P is a column vector in1 1 q , q 1 2 m1 2
Ž ‘ .Q=1N . Observe that the entries of Mz and P are polynomials in theA
 4polynomial semiring over A with variables in z N q g Q j Z and coeffi-q 1
‘ Ž Ž ..cients in N resp. Rat A9 .A
Ž .  m mTHEOREM 8. Assume that R : Alg A9 . Let S s y s p N 1 F i Fi i
4n , m g I be a family of A9-algebraic systems with mutually disjoint sets ofm
 m 4 Ž .¤ariables that together with y N m g I generates R. Then the family D S1
Ž Ž .. Ž .  4resp. F S of Rat A9 -algebraic systems together with z N q g Qq ‘
Ž . Ž Ž ..generates L s D R resp. L s F R .
Ž .Proof. We first deal with D S . By Theorem 7 we have only to prove
Ž .that all z -components, q g Q, of the least solutions of the Rat A9 -alge-q
Ž . Ž .braic systems )) of D S are in L.
By our assumption, the y j-component b , j g I, of the least solution of1 j
the A9-algebraic system y j s p j, 1 F i F n , is in R. Since, by Theoremi i j
w x Ž j. j7.4 of Kuich 12 , the z -components of the least solutions of z s1 q , q i1 2
Ž j. Ž . Ž .h p , 1 F i F n , are h b , q , q g Q , they are in K R .j i j j j q , q 1 2 j1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Consider now the Rat A9 -algebraic system )) of D S and define
U ŽŽ m. . Ž .the monoid morphism h: Z “ L by h z s h b , q , q g1 1 q , q m m q , q 1 21 2 1 2
‘²² U::Q , m g F. Extend h to a complete semiring morphism from N Zm A 1
Ž .to A. Then the z -component, q g Q, of the least solution of )) isq
Ž .equal to the z -component of the least solution of the Alg A9 -linearq
Ž . Ž .system z s h M z q P. The least solution of z s h M z q P is given by
Ž . Ž . Q=Qh M *P. Since h M g L and L is fully rationally closed, Theorem
w x Ž . Q=Q Ž . Q=14.7 of Kuich 12 implies that h M * g L . Hence, h M *P g L
Ž .and the z -components of the least solution of )) are in L.q
Ž .  Ž .4We now turn to F S . Let y N a g Rat A9 be a set of new variablesa
 Ž .4and define the family S9 s y s a N a g Rat A9 . Then, by Corollary 6,a
Ž .  4 Ž Ž ..D S j S9 together with z N q g Q generates D R j Rat A9 sq ‘
Ž .F R .
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Ž . Ž .Consider now the systems in D S j S9 and in F S . To each system
Ž . Ž .in F S there corresponds a system in D S j S9 by substituting y fora
Ž . Ž .  4a g Rat A9 and vice versa. Hence, F S together with z N q g Qq ‘
Ž Ž .. Ž .generates D R j Rat A9 s F R .
Ž .The reader may wonder why the proof for F S is more complicated
Ž . w x w Ž .xthan that for D S . First note that A s A9 : Rat A9 : A. Thus we
U ²² U::would have to extend h: Z “ L to a morphism from A Z “ A. But1 1
this is not possible, in general, since A is not commutative.
Ž .COROLLARY 9. Let L : Alg A9 . Then L is an H-closed semiring iff
Ž .there exists a family S of A9-algebraic systems such that D S together with
 4z N q g Q generates L.q ‘
An H-closed semiring L is called principal if there exists an a g A such
Ž 4.that L s D a .
Ž .COROLLARY 10. Let L : Alg A9 . Then L is a principal H-closed
semiring iff there exists a family S of A9-algebraic systems containing just one
Ž .  < 4A9-algebraic system such that D S together with z q g Q generates L.q ‘
Ž . Ž .Hence, in this case D S is a family of Rat A9 -algebraic systems of
the form
z s Mz q P , z s h p , 1 F i F n ,Ž .i i
where the specifications for z, M, P, h, z , and p , 1 F i F n, arei i
Ž .analogous to )) .
4. APPLICATIONS TO FORMAL POWER SERIES AND
FORMAL LANGUAGES
In this section we connect our results with abstract families of elements
Ž . Ž . Ž .briefly, AFEs , power series briefly AFPs , and languages briefly, AFLs .
We first give the AFE versions of our results of Section 1. Consider the
family of all semiring morphisms h: A “ AQ=Q, Q ; Q , Q finite, and let‘
w xH be a nonempty subfamily of this family. Then we define the subset H
Q=Q w Ž .of A as follows. For h g H , h: A “ A , let B s h a N a gh q , q1 2
4x w xA, q , q g Q . Then H s D B . A family of morphisms H is called1 2 hg H h
w xclosed under matricial composition if it is closed under identities on H ,
under renaming of indices, and under functional composition, and the
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following conditions are satisfied:
Ž . w xi A9 : H .
Ž . Q=Q Q9=Q9ii For all h: A “ A and h9: A “ A in H with Q l Q9 s
B, the mapping h q h9: A “ AŽQ j Q9.=ŽQ j Q9. is again in H. Here we have
h a 0Ž .
h q h9 a s , a g A ,Ž . Ž . ž /0 h9 aŽ .
where the blocks are indexed by Q and Q9.
From now on, we assume that H is a nonempty family of complete
A9-rational semiring morphisms that is closed under matricial composition.
w xAn H-A9-family of elements is just a subset of H . An H-A9-family L of
Ž . Ž Ž . .elements is called H-A9-AFE if F L : L i.e., if F L s L .
w x w xBy Theorem 2 of Karner and Kuich 7 , H is a fully rationally closed
w x Žw x. w xsemiring. Theorem 6 of Karner and Kuich 7 implies M H : H .
w x Ž .Hence H is an H-A9-AFE. This implies that F R is again a H-A9-family
of elements if R is one.
Our first result in this section is the AFE version of Corollary 3.
THEOREM 11. Let L be an H-A9-family of elements. Then L is an
Ž Ž ..H-A9-AFE iff L s Rat M L .
Ž . Ž .Proof. L is an H-A9-AFE iff L s F L , i.e., iff L s F L and 1 g L.
Ž Ž ..By Theorem 5, this is equivalent to L s Rat M L .
Theorem 12 shows the relation between H-A9-AFEs and H-closed
semirings.
THEOREM 12. Let L be an H-A9-family of elements. Then L is an
H-A9-AFE iff L is an H-closed semiring and A9 : L.
Proof. The assumption A9 : L implies, by Lemma 4, the equality
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Rat K L s Rat M L . Hence, the theorem follows from Theorem 11
and Corollary 3.
w xKarner and Kuich 7, Corollary 8 , characterized H-A9-AFEs by infinite
automata of a certain type. By Theorem 12, this characterization applies
also to H-closed semirings.
w xCOROLLARY 13. Let L : A, where A9 : L : H . Then L is an H-closed
semiring iff there exists a restart type T such that
L s Rat A9 .Ž .T
Corollaries 14 and 15 are AFE versions of Corollaries 9 and 10,
respectively.
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Ž .COROLLARY 14. Let L : Alg A9 . Then L is an H-A9-AFE iff there
Ž .exists a family S of A9-algebraic systems such that F S together with
 4z N q g Q generates L.q ‘
An H-A9-AFE L is called principal if there exists an a g A such that
Ž 4.L s F a .
Ž .COROLLARY 15. Let L : Alg A9 . Then L is a principal H-A9-AFE iff
there exists a family S of A9-algebraic systems containing just one A9-algebraic
Ž .  4system such that F S together with z N q g Q generates L.q ‘
We now deal with formal power series. The basic semiring is now the
²² U::semiring of formal power series A S , A commutati¤e and continuous,‘
 4over an infinite alphabet S , and A9 s A S j « . This implies that‘ ‘
Ž . rat U44 Ž . alg U44Rat A9 s A S and Alg A9 s A S .‘ ‘
We denote the families of rational representations and regulated ratio-
Ã Ãnal representations by G and G , respectively. Note that G and G are
Ãclosed under matricial composition. The G-closed semirings that are
 U44  4subsemirings of A S and contain A S j « are just the full AFPs in‘ ‘
w xthe sense of Kuich 12 . Similarly, the G-closed semirings that are sub-
 U44  4semirings of A S and contain A S j « are just the AFPs in the‘ ‘
w xsense of Kuich and Salomaa 13 .
ÃThroughout this section we assume that H is always one of G and G.
All results involving H will hold for both choices unless stated otherwise.
Recall that the operators K , M , D, and F are always defined relative
to H.
To characterize full AFPs and AFPs we have to consider families
 m m 4S s y s p N 1 F i F n , m g I of algebraic systems. This yields thei i m
following specialization of Corollaries 14 and 15.
THEOREM 16. Let L be a family of algebraic power series and assume
Ã Ž . Ž .that H s G resp. H s G . Then L is a full AFP resp. AFP iff there exists
Ž .  4a family S of algebraic systems such that F S together with z N q g Qq ‘
generates L.
COROLLARY 17. Let L be a family of algebraic power series and assume
Ã Ž . Žthat H s G resp. H s G . Then L is a principal full AFP resp. principal
.AFP iff there exists a family S containing just one algebraic system such that
Ž .  4F S together with z N q g Q generates L.q ‘
Observe the relation of Corollary 17 with Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 of
w xKunich 9 .
ÃBefore we turn to G-closed and G-closed semirings of formal power
series, we study the relation between the operators D and F in more
Ž . Ž .detail. It will turn out that F R can always be obtained as D R9 where
Ž .either R9 s R Theorem 18 or R9 is obtained from R by only a small
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Ž .modification Theorem 23 . As a consequence, the operator D will yield
``stronger normal forms'' for AFPs and full AFPs without enlarging the
generating family. In particular, a full principal AFP is always a principal
Ã ŽG-closed semiring, and similarly for principal AFPs and G. Compare this
with the situation in the general case where the generating family must be
.extended to contain A9; cf. Example 1.
As usual, we say that a g A di¤ides b g A if there is c g A with ac s b.
Ž .Recall that A is commutative.
 U44 qTHEOREM 18. Let R : A S and assume that there exist a w g S‘ ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .and an r g R such that r, w di¤ides 1. Then D R s F R .
 4 Ž .Proof. By Corollary 12, it suffices to show that A S j « : D R .‘
Assume that w s x ??? x , n G 1, where x , . . . , x g S , and consider an1 n 1 n ‘
 4 Ž .r g A S j « . By our assumption there exists an a g A with r, w a s 1.0 ‘
 4Žnq1.=Žnq1.Define matrices M g A S j « by their nonnull entries:i ‘
M s ar , M s « , 2 F i F n.Ž . Ž .1 0 i1, 2 i , iq1
Furthermore, define the regulated rational representation
Ž . Ž .nq1 = nq1U U²² ::  4m : A S “ A S 4‘ ‘
Ž .by m x s Ý d M , x g S .1F iF n x , x i ‘i
Ž . UThen it is easily verified that m w9 s d ar for w9 g S . Hence,1, nq1 w 9, w 0 ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .r s m r g K R : D R .0 1, nq1
Recall that a family of languages is a set of formal languages unequal to
 4B or B .
 44COROLLARY 19. Let R be a family of languages different from « and
  44 Ž . Ž .B, « . Then D R s F R .
Corollary 19 shows that the operators D and F are essentially the same
  44for families of languages. The family of languages B, « is the only
ÃŽ . Ž .G-closed resp. G-closed semiring that is not an AFL resp. full AFL .
  44 ‘Observe that B, « is isomorphic to N for S : S .P ŽS*. ‘
Corollary 22 will show that the situation is quite different for continuous
semirings that are not isomorphic to B.
LEMMA 20. Assume that a g A does not di¤ide 1. Then, for each x g S ,‘
Ž 4.  rat U44 ‘² :4 Ž 4.D ax s ar q n N r g A S , n g N « « F ax .‘ A
Ž 4. rat U44Proof. Observe first that F ax s A S , x g S . Now set L s‘ ‘
 rat U44 ‘² :4  4 Ž Ž 4..ar q n N r g A S , n g N « . Clearly, ax : L : Rat K ax‘ A
Ž 4.s D ax .
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On the other hand, it is straightforward to check that L is H-closed,
Ž 4. Ž 4. Ž 4.which implies L s D ax . Finally, we have x g F ax y D ax since a
does not divide 1.
We briefly digress to prove a structure theorem in a more general
context. Observe that in the next theorem the semiring A is not necessar-
ily continuous nor commutative.
 4THEOREM 21. Let A be a complete semiring and assume that A y 0 is a
group under multiplication. Then A is isomorphic to the Boolean semiring B.
w xProof. By Prop. II.3 of Krob 8 there is an element ‘ g A such that,
 4for all a g A, a q ‘ s ‘. By definition, I [ a g A N a q a s a is the
Žset of idempotent elements of A. Note that I is naturally ordered cf.
w x.Karner 4, Section 2 . Since ‘ g I, we have ‘ s max I. Next, we have
2 2 Ž . 2 2 2‘ q ‘ s ‘ ‘ q ‘ s ‘ . Hence, ‘ g I and ‘ 8 ‘. On the other hand,
2 Ž . 2 2we have ‘ s ‘ ? ‘ s ‘ ‘ q 1 s ‘ q ‘ ! ‘. Hence, ‘ s ‘. Since A y
 40 is a group, this implies ‘ s 1. So we obtain, for all a g A, a q a s
Ž . Ž .a 1 q 1 s a ‘ q ‘ s a ? ‘ s a ? 1 s a and thus I s A. Hence, A
itself is naturally ordered and we infer a 8 1 for all a g A.
 4 y1Assume the existence of an a g A y 0 with a S 1. Then a S 1 and
y1  41 s aa S a, contradicting our assumption. Hence, we obtain A s 0, 1 .
Since 1 q 1 s 1, A is isomorphic to B.
COROLLARY 22. Let A be a continuous semiring that is not isomorphic to
 4 Ž 4.B. Then there exists an a g A y 0 such that, for all x g S , D ax «‘
Ž 4.F ax .
 U44THEOREM 23. Let R : A S with R / B. Then there exists an R9 :‘
 U44 < < < < Ž . Ž .A S with R9 s R such that D R9 s F R .‘
Proof. Choose r g R. Then there exists a finite alphabet S ; S such‘
²² U:: Ž  4.that r g A S . Choose x g S y S and let R9 s R y r j0 ‘
 4 rat U44 Ž . Ž .r q x . Since x g A S : F R , we infer that R9 : F R and0 0 ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .D R9 : F R9 : F R .
²² U:: ²² U::Conversely, consider the morphism h: A S “ A S defined by‘ ‘
Ž . Ž .h x s x, x g S, h x s 0 otherwise. Then h is a regulated representation
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and h r q x s r. Hence, R : K R9 : D R9 s F R9 by Theorem 180
Ž . Ž .and F R : D R9 .
The assumption R / B in Theorem 23 is indeed necessary: We have
Ž . ‘² : Ž . rat U44D B s N « , but F B s A S .A ‘
Ž .COROLLARY 24. A principal full AFP resp. principal AFP is also a
Ã Ž .principal G-closed resp. principal G-closed semiring.
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The following two results use the notation in the definition of the
Ž .collection of algebraic systems D S in Section 2.
alg U Ã 44 ŽCOROLLARY 25. Let L : A S and assume that H s G resp.‘
. Ž .H s G . Then L is a full AFP resp. an AFP iff there are a family S of
algebraic systems, an m g I, and a w g Sq such that the coefficient of w in‘
the z m-component of the solution of y m s pm, 1 F i F n , di¤ides 1 and1 i i m
Ž .  4D S together with z N q g Q generates L.q ‘
alg U Ã 44 ŽCOROLLARY 26. Let L : A S and assume that H s G resp.‘
. Ž .H s G . Then L is a principal full AFP resp. a principal AFP iff there are
a family S of A9-algebraic systems and a w g Sq such that the coefficient of‘
Ž .w in the first component of the solution of the system di¤ides 1 and D S
 4together with z N q g Q generates L.q ‘
Observe the relation of Corollary 26 with Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 of
w xKuich 9 .
Ž U .We consider formal languages. The basic semiring is now P S , the‘
power set of SU , where S is an infinite alphabet. Formal languages are‘ ‘
subsets of S*, where S ; S is a finite alphabet. The isomorphisms of‘
Ž U . ²² U::  U44P S with B S and the family of formal languages with B S‘ ‘ ‘
transfer all our definitions and results to formal languages. Specializations
of Theorem 16 and Corollaries 17, 25, and 26 yield various characteriza-
tions of AFLs, full AFLs, principal AFLs, and principle full AFLs.
Ž w x.EXAMPLE 2. We consider one-counter languages see Berstel 1 and
oc U44 Žtheir generalization to power series, the power series in A S see‘
w x.Kuich and Salomaa 13 . By Theorems 13.26 and 13.27 of Kuich and
w x oc U44Salomaa 13 , A S is a principal AFP generated by d , where d is‘ 1 1
Ž . Ž .the unique solution of the algebraic system with variable y y s xy xy1 1 1 1
q « .
Corollary 26 yields now a ``normal form'' for algebraic systems for
oc U44``one-counter power series.'' Given a power series r in A S , there‘
Ž .exists an algebraic system of the form ))
z s Mz q P , y s XyXy q E,
such that r is a component of the least solution of this system. Here y is a
Q = Q -matrix of variables y , q , q g Q , and X, X are matrices in1 1 q , q 1 2 11 2
Ž rat²² ::.Q1=Q 1A S* , S ; S a finite alphabet, with the following additional‘
property: there exists a k G 1 such that each product of at least k of the
Ž . Ž . Žmatrices X, « and X, « vanishes. This additional property originates
.in the fact that we consider only regulated rational representations. E is
the matrix of unity, M is a Q = Q-matrix whose entries are in
‘²² 4::N y N q , q g Q , P is a Q = 1-column vector whose entries areA q , q 1 2 11 2
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‘² : Žin N « , and z is a Q = 1-column vector of variables. Compare withA
w x .Example 2.6 of Kuich 9 .
EXAMPLE 3. In language theory, the most important examples of prin-
cipal AFLs are those of the families of regular and context-free languages.
 4The family of regular languages is generated by x , where x is an arbitrary
symbol in S , i.e., the family of regular languages coincides with‘
Ž Ž 4..Rat K x .
Ž 4  4 .Let G s y , x , x , x , x , P, y be a context-free grammar, where2 1 1 2 2 2
the set P of productions is given by y “ x y x y , y “ x y x y , y2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 X“ « . The language generated by G is called restricted Dyck language D *.2
The family of context-free languages is generated by DX *; i.e., the family of2
Ž Ž X .. Ž w x .context-free languages coincides with Rat K D * . See Berstel 1 .2
Turning to the theory of formal power series, the most important
examples of principal AFPs are those of the families of rational and
rat U44 alg U44algebraic power series, A S and A S , respectively.‘ ‘
rat U44 Ž  4..We have A S s Rat K x , where x is an arbitrary symbol in‘
alg U44 Ž Ž 4.. Ž .S , and A S s Rat K d , where d is the unique solution of‘ ‘ 2 2
Ž .the algebraic system with variable y y s x y x y q x y x y q « .2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2
Ž w x .See Kuich and Salomaa 13 .
Corollary 26 yields a ``normal form'' for algebraic systems. Since
alg U44 w xA S is even a principal cone, Example 2.8 of Kuich 9 yields a‘
simpler ``normal form.''
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